
December 11th, 2020

Reminders

Circle Time
&

Stories

It’s beginning to look alot like Christmas in our classroom. It is also sounding like Christmas. 
During circle time we were singing lots of songs and reading stories to prepare for the 
holidays! This week we read the story Bear Stays Up.  This story is about a bear who 
struggles to stay awake for Christmas. We also helped a puppy look for his Christmas gift in 
the flip flap story Ho! Ho! Ho!  The kiddos are doing great in circle when we practice colors 
and counting. They also enjoyed the “Alvin and the Chipmunk’s Christmas” music I played 
during playtime. As a fun treat, we learned a new poem , I’m a Little Reindeer .  We could 
sing this poem to the tune of “I’m a Little Teapot”. 

Centers

The kiddos had fun stacking and using their fine motor skills to play with pegs and boards 
during centers. Miss Jennie and I used this center to help further develop the kiddos 
language skills, such as directional works like “ in, out, on top and under”, while describing 
how to move the pegs around.  We also reinforced taking turns and color recognition. It is 
amazing how many skills are involved with just playing! The kiddos had fun playing 
play-doh and scooping sparkly pom poms in the sensory bin.

        
Specials 

During Music class, Miss Katie taught us a fun Hanukkah song that got faster and faster with 
each verse! We went outside for a few minutes each day and enjoyed the fresh air! On 
Thursday and Friday we decorated Christmas cookies and watched some holiday movies in 
our pajamas!  The cookies turned out to be masterpieces!  They added lots of sprinkles to 
make them extra special. After we frosted our cookies, we watched the clip from “The Polar 
Express” where Santa gives out the first gift of Christmas! We also watched “Thomas the 
Train and Friends Christmas”. Miss Kayla visited on Friday to get us jumping and tumbling to 
Christmas songs.

       Crafts

Let it snow!  During craft time this week we celebrated winter and the snow that will soon be 
arriving. The kiddos each took a turn shaking a plastic snow globe and playing with it.  When 
they were finished, we made our snow globe pictures.  The kiddos glued a snowman, his hat, 
a tree, and a star onto the snow globe. The kiddos then painted snow with q-tips and white 
paint. 

Reminders
● Holiday Party and Santa Visit December 22nd
● No School December 24th- January 3rd 2021


